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Abstract

Model order reduction (MOR) of massively coupled interconnects can significantly
affect the simulation time in high speed designs. Recently, a new MOR method for
massively coupled interconnects has been proposed. In this method, the multiport
networks are decoupled into two port subnetworks using waveform relaxation and then
each subnetwork is reduced independently. A detailed efficient implementation of this
method is described in this thesis. In addition, a more robust time domain method for

calculating the waveform relaxation sources is presented. A parallel implementation is
also developed and the speedup characteristics of the parallel simulation are studied.
Moreover, this new method has been extended to include transmission lines that are

modeled using delay extraction-based passive compact transmission-line (DEPACT)
macromodel.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Background and Motivation

Simulation of interconnect circuits plays an important role in signal integrity (SI)
analysis of high speed circuits. If SI issues (e.g. crosstalk, attenuation . . . etc.) are
not accurately predicted during the design stage of high speed circuits, these issues
can affect the system performance. One of the major problems in SI analysis is the
simulation of high speed interconnects. This problem is mainly related to the fact
that high speed interconnects are best represented in the frequency domain using

telegrapher's equations [1], whereas non-linear devices, such as drivers and receivers,
can only be represented in the time domain.

Several methods have been proposed to discretize the telegrapher's equations. The
1

2

main goal of these methods is to find time-domain macromodels that can be used to

represent transmission line behavior during the transient simulation. One method,

known as conventional lumped segmentation, uses cascaded RLC lumped sections [1]
to represent the transmission line behavior. This method provides a straight forward

solution to the mixed time/frequency problem during the simulation. However, a large
number of lumped sections may be required to accurately represent the transmission
line behavior. This large number of sections may result in very large circuit matrices
that can significantly affect the simulation time.

Another method, known as Method of Characteristics (MOC), has been described

in the literature [5, 6] for interconnect analysis. This method allows for a fast analysis of long low-loss lines. Moreover, the MOC ensures the causality of the resulting
macromodel. One of the major disadvantages of the MOC is that it is difficult to
model lossy interconnects. Another disadvantage is that using MOC does not guarantee the passivity of the resulting macromodel. If a stable but not passive circuit is

connected to another passive circuit, the resulting system can be unstable [2].
Other methods have been successfully used to represent the transmission line
in the time domain, such as matrix rational approximation (MRA) [7, 8] and delay
extraction-based macromodeling (DEPACT) [9]. These methods are based on approximating the exponential stamp of the transmission line with a closed form function during transient simulation. Using the closed form function, a transmission line

3

macromodel can be easily derived in the form of ordinary differential equations that
can be easily linked to nonlinear circuit simulators. However, if the interconnects

structure contains massively coupled transmission lines, a large number of lumped
components will be required to accurately capture the interconnect response. As a

result, the computational cost of the transient simulation can be significantly high.
Model-order reduction methods have been proposed as an alternative to approximate the interconnects behavior using compact models. The goal of order reduction
methods is to replace the large scale model of a system with a lower dimension
model that has the same characteristics of the original system. Reduction methods

can be broadly classified as, projection-based methods and SVD-based methods [10].
Projection-based methods, such as PRIMA [11], result in reduced models that match
the first leading block moments of the original system. These methods are widely used
due to their simplicity and efficient performance. However, the size of the reduced
model is proportional to the number of ports. Therefore, these type of methods are
limited to systems with small number of ports.

The SVD based methods use the concept of controllability and observability of
the states of the original system to calculate the reduced model. These SVD methods
have shown promising results in terms of efficiency and accuracy of the resulting
model.

Due to the limitations of projection-based methods, these methods are not efficient

4

when applied to massively coupled interconnects that have large number of ports. To
address this issue, a more efficient method was proposed in [12] for sparse reduction

of massively coupled interconnects. In this method, waveform relaxation (WR) is
used to improve the conventional MOR methods. Using WR, the multiport coupled
transmission lines can be decoupled into two port subnetworks using waveform relaxation, and then each are reduced independently. It was shown that the computational

cost of the new method only grows linearly with respect to the number of lines [12].
However, the main disadvantage when applying this method is that the relaxation
sources are calculated in the frequency domain, which may affect the efficiency of this
method.

The goal of the thesis is to present an efficient time domain approach for calcu-

lating the relaxation sources for the method proposed in [12]. A parallel implementation is also developed to show the speedup characteristics of this method when used

on a multicore platform. Moreover, the method proposed in [12] is also extended
to include transmission lines that are modeled using delay extraction-based passive
compact transmission-line (DEPACT) macromodel.

1.2

Contributions

The main contributions of the thesis are:

5

1.

In chapter 4, an efficient time domain approach based on the generalized Thevenin theorem for calculating the relaxation sources for the

sparse and passive reduction method proposed in [12] is presented.
The generalized Thevenin theorem for multiport circuits is used to
avoid the transformation between frequency and time domains when
calculating the waveform relaxation sources.

2.

A parallel implementation is developed (chapter 4). The speedup and
the CPU scalability of the parallel implementation are given. It is
shown that the speedup increases significantly when the number of
CPUs increases.

3.

An efficient MOR method that can be used to simulate coupled transmission lines that are modeled using the DEPACT macromodel, is

proposed (chapter 5). This MOR method is based on waveform relaxation [13] and model order reduction algorithm for RLC circuits
with delay elements [14] .

1.3

Organization of the Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter (2) provides a review of transmission lines
macromodeling techniques. Chapter (3) gives an overview for conventional MOR

6

algorithms. A detailed description of the MOR method that was proposed in [12] and
details of the proposed time domain approach for calculating the relaxation sources

are given in chapter (4). Various numerical examples that validate the accuracy
and the efficiency of the new approach are also presented in chapter (4). A parallel
implementation is also discussed. An efficient MOR algorithm for transmission lines

that are modeled using DEPACT is introduced in chapter (5). Chapter (6) gives
conclusions and proposed future research.

Chapter 2
Overview of Transmission Lines

Macromodeling Techniques
High speed interconnects that are modeled as TLs are best described in the frequency
domain and do not have a closed form representation in the time domain. However,
there exists different types of models that can be used to represent high speed interconnects in the time-domain. These models are used to discretize the telegrapher's

equations [1] that describe the behavior of the high speed interconnects. Using such
models, the transmission line behavior can be linked to non-linear time-domain Spice
like simulators.

This chapter reviews some of the models that are used for interconnects analy-

sis. Section (2.1) provides an overview of telegrapher's equations that represent the
7
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coupled multi-transmission lines. Section (2.2) describes the conventional lumped
segmentation macromodel. Section (2.3) gives an overview of the method of charac-

teristics (MoC). Section (2.4) provides an overview of the matrix rational approximation method, and section (2.5) presents a delay extraction-based passive compact
transmission line macromodel.

2.1

Telegrapher's Equations

Consider the multiconductor transmission lines with N coupled conductors, shown in
Fig. 2.1.

h (0,t)

vy(0,t)

I1 (d,t)

?—I

1

— V1(^t)

k (0,t)

Vi(Oj)
Vn(0,t)

I2 (d,t)

?—I

Ín(0,t)

?—1
? =0

1

!
Ground

1

?- v2(d,t)

in(d,t)

*^va(d,t)

?=d

Figure 2.1: Multiconductor transmission lines

The telegrapher's equations [1] describing these multiconductor transmission lines

9

are given as

d

d

0^v(z,t) = -Ri(z,t) - L—i(z,t)
0¿i(z,t) = -Gv(z,t)-C-v(z,t)

(2.1)

where R G RNxN , L G RNxN, C G RNxN and R G GNxN are the per unit length
(p.u.l) parameter matrices of the transmission lines , v(z,t) G R^ and i(z, t) G RN
are the voltage and current vectors of the transmission lines as a function of position
? and time t.

The telegrapher's equations in (2.1) can be written in a matrix form as follows

d_ v(z,t)
dx

i(z,t)

0

R

v(z,t)

0

L

G

0

i(z,t)

C

0

d_ v(z,t)

dt

(2.2)

i(z,t)

The solution of the first order partial differential equations (PDE) given in (2.2)
can be expressed in the frequency domain as [2]
V(d, 8)

,(A+sB)d

I(d,s)

V(O, S)
1(0, 8)

where
0

-R

-G

0

A=

(2.3)
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O

-L

-C

O

V(d, s) G R·^, I{d,s) G M.N are the Laplace transform of v(d,t) and i(d,t), respectively and d is the length of the transmission line.

It is to be noted that the exponential matrix e(A+sB)d ¿0es not have a direct
representation in time domain, whereas the nonlinear elements describing the terminations are represented in time domain. This problem is referred to in the literature

as "Mixed time frequency" problem [2].
Several methods have been proposed to approximate (2.2) by a set of ordinary
differential equations that can be linked to nonlinear circuit simulators. The following sections give an overview of some of these models, such as conventional lumped

segmentation [1], the method of characteristics (MoC) [5,6,15], Matrix rational approximation (MRA) [7, 8, 16-18] and the delay extraction based passive compact
transmission line macromodel (DEPACT) [3,9,19].

2.2

Conventional Uniform Lumped Segmentation
Macromodel

In this macromodel, the coupled transmission lines behavior is represented by lumped
RLC circuits that can be used in circuit simulators.

If each line is divided into

11

m segments of length Az = ^, then the telegrapher's equations in (2.1) can be
approximated by the following difference equations [1,2].

v(z + Az,t) - v(z,t)
i(z + Az,t) -i(z,t)
?1

„..

.

, d .,

,

-Gv(z,t)-C-v(z,t)

(2.4)
(2.5)

The equations in (2.4) and (2.5) can be represented using a cascade of lumped
sections [I]. Fig. 2.2 shows two coupled transmission lines represented using conven-

tional lumped segmentation, where Cjj — Y?k=1Cjk and Gjj — Y%=1Gjk (j = 1,2)
are the self capacitance and conductance of each line.

????? L11Lz

RuLz

-ffl'^e^^-pr

h(0,t) L12Lz(^ C12Lz^ <JG12Lz _

Vi(OM+RuLz L11Lz
i2(0,t)

j C11Lz

?

?

C22Lz

G22Lz

rr
?

GnLz

LnLz

+vMt)

L12LzC C12Lz^z: ^G12Lz
RuLz

L11Lz

4v2(d,t)

roAz

5—*y\rii(d,t)+i2(d,t)

Figure 2.2: Uniform lumped segmentation model [1]

Approximating the telegrapher's equations using (2.4) and (2.5) is only valid if

12

the length of each segment is chosen to be smaller than the wavelength of interest

(i.e. Az « ?, where ? is the wavelength). As a practical guideline, the number
of total lumped segments required to accurately represent a single transmission line

behavior is given by [2]

m —

lOrd

where r = dyLC is the per unit delay of the transmission line, tr is the rise time of
the propagating signal, L and C are the self inductance and capacitance of the line.
One of the major drawbacks of the conventional lumped segmentation model is
that it requires very large number of sections, especially for circuits that are excited

by sources with a sharp rise time [2]. This large number of sections leads to large
circuit matrices, and hence the simulation of the transmission line becomes CPU
intensive. In addition, the conventional lumped segmentation model cannot handle

frequency dependent parameters (F.D.) [I].

2.3 Method of Characteristics (MoC)
As discussed earlier, in order to link the transmission line to time domain simulators,

the partial differential equations of the transmission line in (2.3) should be transformed into ordinary differential equation. The MoC [5] was successfully used to do
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such transformation for lossless transmission lines. Moreover, it can be extended to

represent lossy transmission lines. Consider the telegrapher's equation for a single
transmission line in the frequency domain

d_ V(z,s) = -RI(z,s)-sLI(z,s)
d_ I{z,s) = -GI(z,s)-sCV{z,s)

(2.6)

dz

(2.7)

dz

The equations in (2.6) and (2.7) can be represented in terms of Y-parameters [2,20]
as

1(0, s)
I(d, s)

Zo(l - e-W)

1 + e"2^

-2e~^d

-2e_7d

1 + e~2ld

V(O, s)

(2.8)

V(d, s)

where 7 and Z0 are the propagation constant and the characteristic impedance of the
line, respectively, and they are defined as

7= ^/(R + sL)(G + sC)

_ /R + sL

z°-]IgT7c
The terms in (2.8) can be re-arranged as follows [2]

V0 = Z0I0 + e-^d[2Vd-e-^d(ZoI0 + V0)]

(2.9)

Vd = ZoId + e^d[2V0-e^d(ZoId + Vd)}

(2.10)
(2.11)
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where Vo, io, Vd and Id represents the near and far-ends voltages and currents of the
line, respectively-

Next, (2.9) and (2.10) can be written as [2]

V0-Z0I0 = W1

(2.12)

Vd - ?0?? = W2

(2.13)
(2.14)

where

W1 = e^d\2Vd - e^d(ZoI0 + V0)]

(2.15)

W2 = e-^[2Vo - e-^d(Z0Id + Vd)}

(2.16)

Using (2.9)-(2. 16), W1 and W2 can be expressed as

W1 = e^d[2Vd - W2]

(2.17)

W2 = e-7d[2Vb - W1]

(2.18)

If the transmission line is lossless, the propagation constant is purely imaginary,
and is given by

7 = s\/IC
Therefore, (2.17) and (2.18) can be written in time domain by replacing e~yd with
a time delay as [2]

15

W1^t + t) = 2vd(t) - w2{t)

(2.19)

w2(t + t) = 2v0(t) - Wl(t)

(2.20)
(2.21)

where

t = dVLC

Using the time domain expression in (2.19) and (2.20), the transmission line can be
modeled using the characteristics impedance and two time delayed voltage controlled
sources [2] . An equivalent circuit using MoC for a lossless transmission line is shown
in Fig. 2.3. Since the MoC model is in time domain, it can be easily linked to
time-domain simulators.

Mt)
V(0,t) O
^

z0

wj(t+r) V)

mt)

I—*

° v(d,t)

Q w2(t+r)

Figure 2.3: A lossless transmission line macromodel using MoC [2]
For lossy lines, the propagation constant (7) is not purely imaginary and thus, it
can not be replaced by a pure delay. To address this issue, the propagation constant
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and the characteristic impedance (Z0) can be represented as a rational function using
Pade approximation [6] as follows

e--yd Ä e-«-p(5)

(2.22)

where P(s) is a rational function. Using (2.22), the MoC model can be extended for
the case of N coupled transmission lines [6].
One of the major disadvantages of the MoC model is that the resulting models
are not guaranteed to be passive. Stable but not passive models can lead to unstable
systems when attached to arbitrary nonlinear elements. To address the passivity issue,
MRA has been proposed in the literature [7,8, 16]. Details of the MRA macromodel
is given in the next section

2.4 Matrix Rational Approximation (MRA)
In MRA [7,8, 16, 18], the exponential matrix in (2.3) is approximated with a rational
function using pre-determined coefficients. These coefficients can be calculated using
closed form Pade' approximation. Since these coefficients are computed a priori, MRA
does not suffer from the computationally expensive numerical algorithms associated
with the MoC. In addition, the main advantage of MRA is that it is passive by
construction.

17

Using Pade approximation, the exponential matrix in (2.3) can be expressed as

PMuM2(Z)ez = QMliM2(Z)

(2.23)

Z = (A + sB)d

(2.24)

where ?µ^,?? and Qmum2(Z) are polynomial matrices expressed in terms of closed
form Pade rational functions [7], as

Pm1MAZ) - S,{?? + M2)IjI(M1 -j)\{~Z)
^

,~N

{22b)

K^ (M1 + M2-J)IM2I ._,

The macromodel can be transformed to a set of ordinary differential equations
using the co-efficients in (2.25) and (2.26). These differential equations can be easily
linked to time-domain simulators as the stamp of the transmission line [17]. Moreover,
it was proved in [8, 17] that using M1 — M2 in (2.25) and (2.26) will preserve the
passivity of the macromodel.

The main disadvantage of the MRA macromodel is that there is no delay extraction before using the rational function approximation. In case of transmission lines

with long delays MRA requires high order approximation to accurately capture the
response of transmission lines. This high order approximation limits the usefulness
of MRA to short lines with small delays.
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2.5

Delay Extraction-Based Passive Compact

Macromodeling (DEPACT)
DEPACT macromodel has been proposed in the literature [3,9,19] to address the issue
of higher order approximation in MRA, especially in case of long delays lines. In this
macromodel, the exponential matrix in (2.3) is approximated in terms of product of
exponential matrices using Lie product formula [21]. The DEPACT macromodeling
preserves the passivity of the macromodel. Moreover, the number of sections required to accurately represent the transmission line is small compared to the lumped

segmentation and MRA macromodeling [3].
Consider the exponential matrix stamp of the transmission line

V(d, s)

_ JA+sB)d

I(d,s)

V(O, 5)

(2.27)

7(0, s)

In case of lines with long delays, the modified Lie product formula can be used to

approximate the exponential stamp of the transmission line [3,21]. The exponential

matrix e(A+sß)d can be expressed as
m

e(A+sB)d = -Q eSB£eA£esB£ + €m

(228)

where the error ||em|| = O(-^) and m is the order of the approximation. Using (2.28),
the transmission line can be represented as a cascade of m lossless and lossy sections.
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In case of multi-transmission lines with frequency independent parameters, the

lossless section represented by esB^. can be realized using MOC macromodel, while
the lossy section can be realized as a resistive network [3] .
Consider the exponential stamp of the lossy section

A-S= em

V1

(2.29)
Ii

where Vi, Ji, V2 and J2 are the voltage and current vectors of the near and far-ends
of the lossy sections, respectively. (2.29) can be written in terms of y-parameters as
Ji
= Y

J2

Vi

(2.30)
V2

The y-parameters in (2.30) can be realized with a resistive network [3], as follows.
The diagonal elements (Yjj, 1 < j < N) represent a resistor (r¿¿ = ¿?

) between

node j and the ground, and the off-diagonal elements (Y^, l<j<N,l<k<N)
represent a resistance (r^ = —
) between node j and k. It worth noting that the
Yjk
off-diagonal elements (yjk) are negative. Therefore, all resistors values are positive [3].
Fig. 2.4 shows the mth DEPACT cell of a single transmission line, where Cm — —d,
2m
LR

T

Lm = 7G~d,
Rm = —d
and Gm = —d
¿m
m
m
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Resistive Network

t=^
Lossless Line

T=Jl
\
m cm
Lossless Line

Figure 2.4: Depact section for a single transmission line [3]

2.6

Summary

In this chapter, an overview of the relevant macromodeling techniques for high-speed
interconnects has been discussed. Conventional lumped segmentation, the method

of characteristics (MoC), matrix rational approximation (MRA) and delay based extraction (DEPACT) were presented. The merits and demerits of each macromodel
have been highlighted.

Chapter 3
Review of Model-Order Reduction

(MOR)
As was discussed in the previous chapters, the approximation of a transmission line
using lumped sections is only valid if the length of each section (Ax) is small compared

to the wavelength (Ax < X). If the line is electrically long (d > O. IA), a large number
of lumped sections will be required to accurately model the electrical behavior of
the transmission line. This large number of sections may lead to very large circuit
matrices that would be inefficient to simulate.

The computational effort needed to perform the time domain simulation on a long
lumped model has prompted research efforts to focus on MOR algorithms that can
be used to extract a reduced macromodel. An important class of MOR techniques is
21
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based on moment matching techniques [22] [23] [H]. In these MOR techniques, the
original system transfer function and the macromodel transfer function share the first
few leading moments.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section (3.1) describes the problem formulation. Section (3.2) gives an overview of explicit moment matching macromodeling algorithms using Asymptotic Waveform Evaluation (AWE). Section (3.3)
presents implicit moment matching MOR algorithms based on Krylov subspace pro-

jection methods and section (3.4) presents a reduction algorithm for networks with
delay elements.

3.1

Problem Formulation

Consider the time domain MNA description of a p-ports linear circuit that is given

by [24,25]
?f?f(?) + ?f±f(? = ?f?)??(?)

(3.1)

Wout{t) = St?f(?)

(3.2)

where

•

Gf and Cf G M^* ?^* are constant matrices describing lumped memoryless and memory elements of the network, respectively,
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•

?f €. R^* is the vector of node voltage waveforms appended by waveforms of independent voltage source currents and inductor currents,

•

?f G ?.?f?? is a selector matrix that maps the port voltages into the
node space f of the network,

•

iVin(t) G Rp, wout (t) G MP are the vectors of input excitations and
the output variables at the ports of the linear circuit, respectively,

•

?f is the number of MNA variables,

•

the superscript T denotes the transpose.

In this chapter, the Y-parameters matrix will be used to represent the multiport
circuit due to the relative simplicity of inserting the reduced Y-parameters matrix

in the MNA equations of the complete circuit. In the case of the Y-parameters
formulation of the circuit, voltage sources should be connected to the terminal ports
of the circuit and the currents flowing into these ports should be considered as the
output. In this case, it can be shown that

af?f{? + ?f?f(?) = ?f???(?)

(3.3)

iout(t) = ???F(?)

(3.4)

where uin (t), ioutif) are vectors that contain the voltages and currents waveforms at
the ports of the multiport circuit, respectively. The admittance matrix of the system
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represented by (3.3) and (3.4) is given by [24]

Y(s) = b£(G¿ + 8?f)-%

(3.5)

The Y-parameters matrix obtained using (3.5) can be inserted into the MNA
equations of a general nonlinear circuit as described in [2]. In the case of large
circuits, the order of Y-parameters matrix becomes significantly large. Therefore,
simulating the full circuit with nonlinear terminations becomes inefficient.
In the next sections, various model order reduction techniques will be presented.

These techniques are used to approximate the Y-parameters matrix in (3.5), with a
lower order matrix during the simulation of the circuit. It worth noting that, model
order reduction techniques can be applied to other parameters such as Z-parameters.
In this case, the input and output variables (win and w^t) of MNA equations in (3.1)
and (3.2) will change slightly to reflect the required variables.

3.2

Model-Order Reduction based on AWE

The AWE [22] [26] moments matching technique is based on Pade' rational approximation. Consider the admittance matrix Y(s) of a multiport circuit. This admittance
matrix Y(s) can be approximated by a rational function as

ap,ijs , _= ^^
Pl,ìj(s)
Yió{s) « ?f) = , Z^p=Q
^,™

l + S?? W ~ QmM

(3.6)
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where Y^- is the component of the reduced Y-parameters matrix Y(s) at the ith row

and jth column, ap¡ij, bqiij are the coefficients of the polynomials Pl,íj{s) and Qm,ij(s),
respectively.

Each component of the reduced admittance matrix Y(s) can be represented using
the Taylor series expansion at (s = 0), in terms of its moments, as

1 + Z^9=I °q,ijS

fc=0

where m^ij are the moments of the admittance function Y^ (s) .
To evaluate the moments of the Y-parameters matrix in (3.7), we need to calculate
the moments of the circuit. It can be shown that the moments of the entire multiport
circuit can be calculated recursively as [2, 22]
GtM0 = ?f

(3.8)

G41Mk = -CfiMk-!

(3.9)

The moments of the particular output of interest (In this case, the outputs are

chosen to be the ports currents) are picked from moments matrix M*.. Using (3.8)
and (3.9), the coefficient of the polynomials Pl,íj(s) and Qm.íj(s) of the required
component of the admittance matrix can be calculated using the following formula [2]
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????-?+?

????-?+2

mL

?M

mL+1

mL- M+2

ITT-L- M+3

mL+i

^M-I

mL+2

h

rriL+M

mL

mL+1

IT^L+M-l

(3.10)

?

The numerator coefficients can be calculated as [2]
min(k,M)

(3.11)
Moreover, a pole-residue model can be found using the previously computed coeffi-

cient (i.e. akü and bk,ij). The poles (Pq,ij, 0 < q < M-I) are obtained by finding the
roots of the denominator polynomial Qm,ìj(s)· The residues (Kqtij, 0 < q < L + M)
can be calculated by expanding the reduced admittance function Yij(s) using Taylor
series and equating the coefficients of similar powers of s, more details can be found

in [2].
The resulting reduced pole residue model can be inserted in the MNA of the main
circuit with non-linear components. More details about inserting the reduced model

in the main circuit can be found in [2,24].
One of the major drawbacks of the AWE is that it suffers from numerical illconditioing when used for higher order approximations. This is mainly related to the
explicit moment matching technique used in the algorithm. It can be shown that the
moments converge to the eigen vector corresponding to the Eigen value with largest
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magnitude of the matrix G-1C [2]. Thus, increasing the number of moments will not
yield any improvements of the results [27] [28].

3.3 Model-Order Reduction based on Projection
Methods

In this section, we review another class of MOR techniques that are based on projection methods on the Krylov subspace to obtain a reduced model. These techniques
provide a robust method for matching the leading moments of the system. Moreover,
they do not suffer from the numerical limitations as in AWE.

First we will start by explaining the Krylov subspace, then we will discuss two
methods used for extracting the reduced model using the orthonormal bases of the
Krylov subspace.

Consider the MNA equations of multiport linear circuit given in (3.3) and (3.4).

We define the two matrices, ?f = -G^1C4, and R4, = G^1O4,. The MNA of the
multiport circuit can be written as [2]

?f?f(?) = ?f(?) - Ä0t*i„(i)

iout(t) = ?tf?f{?)

(3.12)

(3.13)

Taking the Laplace transformation of (3.12) and (3.13) and with some mathematical manipulations, it can be shown that the block moments of the admittance matrix
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are given by b£A^i?^, i = O, . . . , q, where q is the number of terms (moments) that
gives a good approximation of the admittance matrix Y(s) [2].
Next, we define Krylov subspace, which spans k columns, to be [11]

??(?f, A¿, k) = span{Rt, ?F?F, ..., A9'1^}

(3.14)

k

where q — [—J , ? is the number of ports and |_*J represents the nearest integer operator, toward zero.

The Krylov subspace defined in (3.14) can be used to find an approximate solution
of the circuit MNA equations in (3.3) and (3.4). The next sections discuss two
methods that use projection onto the Krylov subspace to find the reduced model of
the multiport network.

3.3.1

Block Arnoldi

The Block Arnoldi method [29] is used to generate orthonormal basis for the Krylov
subspace through a recursive process.

Consider the matrix Q whose columns form the orthonormal bases for the Krylov
subspace given in (3.14).

Q = [vi V2 ... vk]

(3.15)

where i>¿, i = 1, ..., k , is the ith column of the matrix Q, and ||uj|| = 1. The matrix
Q can be calculated recursively using the block Arnoldi algorithm. Algorithm 3.3.1
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presents the pseudo-code for the steps used in generating the orthonormal matrix Q
using the the block Arnoldi algorithm [24].
Algorithm 1 Generate orthonormal bases of the Krylov subspace
1: Find QR factorization R= Q0V
2: for j = 1 to k do

3:

Solve for ? in Gz = CQj

4:

for i = 1 to j do

5:

set Hij = Qj?

6:

set ? = ? — HijQi

7:

end for

8:

Find QR factorization ? = Q ..?G^-?)

9: end for

10: set Q = [Q0 Q1 ... ]
Using the matrix Q, the reduced model can be found by applying the orthogonal
projection on the original multiport circuit, as follows [24]
?F = Qx

(3.16)

Substituting (3.16) in (3.12), the reduced order model becomes

Ax = x-Ruin(t)

iout(t) = ?tf?f{?)

(3.17)

(3.18)
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where A-Q AcßQ, R — (^t??f and the admittance matrix can be represented as

Y(S)^hI(I-SA)-1R

(3.19)

It can be shown that the reduced macromodel, using Arnoldi algorithm, matches
the first q block moments of the original system [11] [29].
The block Arnoldi algorithm does not suffer from numerical limitations compared
to AWE. However, the block Arnoldi algorithm does not guarantee the passivity of
the reduced model. This disadvantage limits the usage of the algorithm, because if a
stable but not passive system is connected to other passive systems, it may lead to
unstable system [2].

3.3.2

Passive Reduced-order Interconnect Macromodeling

Algorithm (PRIMA)
This method is based on the Krylov subspace projection method, similar to the block

Arnoldi method discussed in the previous section. However, PRIMA [11] uses double
matrix projection for Gf and Cf, which is different than the block Arnoldi method
that uses single matrix projection for ?f. Moreover, PRIMA guarantees that the
reduced model is stable and passive.

Consider the MNA equations of multiport linear circuit given in (3.3) and (3.4).
To preserve the passivity of the reduced macromodel, the following modifications in
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the MNA formulation are required [11]
Ca

Ca
0

0

Ga, =

Ga

P

(3.20)

-PT 0

C6

where Ga, Ca and C6 are matrices that contain the stamps of the resistor, capacitor

and inductors, respectively. Matrix P is a selector matrix contains only {1,-1,0} that
represents the current variables in the MNA equations.

Prom (3.20), it can be proven that C0, C6 and Ga are symmetric positive semidefinite matrices. Therefore using the MNA formulation in(3.20) results in a symmetric positive semi-definite Gf and Cf [11,24].
Using the MNA formulation in (3.20), the orthonormal matrix Q can be evaluated
using the block Arnoldi algorithm discussed earlier in section 3.3.1. The reduced order

system can then be obtained using congruence transformation as follows [11]

?f?(?) + ?f?(? = ?>f???(?)
ìT .

iout(t) = ?f?(?)

(3.21)
(3.22)
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where

?f = QfG41Q

(3.23)

?f = QtCfQ

(3.24)

6* = QTfy

(3.25)
(3.26)

The major disadvantage of Krylov subspace projection methods is that the size
of the reduced model depends on the number of ports of the multiport circuit. In
the case of massively coupled multiport interconnects circuits, the size of the reduced
model increases significantly. This disadvantage limits the usage of these methods to
interconnect circuits with relatively small number of transmission lines.

3.4

Model-Order Reduction for RLC Circuits with

Delay Elements
Model order reduction techniques, based on the Krylov subspace, can only be applied

to passive RLC circuits. In the case of circuits with delay elements, MOR algorithms
based on moment matching can not be directly applied to such circuits.

In [14], a MOR algorithm has been suggested for networks with delay elements.
Delay elements can exist in a network if a delay extraction based macromodel, such
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as DEPACT [9], has been used to represent the interconnect in the circuit network.
This section provides an overview for the MOR algorithm proposed in [14].
It has been proven in [14] that the relation between the port currents and voltages
of N lossless transmission lines, can be written as

N

A0xL(t) + ^AkxL{t-Tk) = -B0iL{t)

(3.27)

vL(t) = BT0xL{t)

(3.28)

fc=l

where Xl G M4:Nx4N is the state variables of the lossy multi transmission line,
i¿(t),t;¿(í) are the port currents and voltages of the lossy coupled lines, respectively
and

2

O

A0 =
2

O

O

2

O

2

O
Zo
2

-

O
Zp
2

Ak = ^

O
O

.Za.
2

O

-ek

O

-ek

O

-ek

O

O

ek

O

ek

ek

O

ek

O

-e*

T-1Zn

(3.29)
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O

O

O

O

B0 =

(3.30)
Z0

o

O

Z0

where e^ G M.NxN is a zero matrix except the (k, k) element is equal to "1", Z0 is
the characteristic impedance of the transmission line, Tk is the delay corresponding
to each line, G contains the Eigen vectors of the matrix yjLCd where L and C are
the p.u.l parameters of the coupled lossless transmission line.

If an RLC circuit, whose MNA equations is given by (3.3) and (3.4), is attached
to coupled lossless transmission lines described by (3.27), the MNA equations of the
overall network can be written in the frequency domain as [14]

N

GX(s) + sCX(s) = J2ÄkX(s)e-STk+euin(s)

(3.31)

k=l

iout(s) - BTX(s)

(3.32)

where

Gd
G=

0

-P1

0

Cti, 0 0

-A0 -B0
0

C=

0

0

0

0

0

0
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0

Ak = -

0

0

af

0 -Afe 0

0

0

0

0

0

?f(d)
X(s) =

xi(s)

?,?

iL(s)

with Ñ = ?f + 6N and P is a selector matrix that maps the port currents of the
lossless transmission lines into the node space of the RLC circuit. The admittance

matrix of the above system can be written as [14]
JV

Y(s) = B (sC + G -J2 AkC-^y1B

(3.33)

The major problem in (3.33) is that the moments are not related by the recursive
relation shown in (3.8) and (3.9), as in the case of RLC circuits. Therefore, the
Arnoldi algorithm cannot be applied to (3.33) directly. This problem can be solved
by expanding the exponential matrix e~STk by its Taylor series as [14]

[F? + *is + · · · + *n-isn_1] F(ß) = Buin(s)

(3.34)

where ? is the number of terms required by the Taylor series so that it is a good
approximation and

Vi= i

(3.35)
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Since F (s) is a good approximation of X (s) in (3.31), the orthogonal basis that
span the first q block moments of X(s) can be calculated from the orthogonal basis
that span the first q block moments of <&(s). However, in order to use the Arnoldi

algorithm to calculate the orthogonal basis of F(ß), (3.34) should be re-written as [14]

<£(s) + ?£ (s) = K%(s)

(3.36)

where

F?

F? F2

0

0

0-/00

I

0

F.
0

A=

(3.37)
0

0

0

0

B
0

*(*) =

? =

0

?F(d)

(3.38)

sn-^(s)

It was proven in [14,30] that the columns in the first Ñ x k block in the orthogonal
basis of the first block moments of £(s) in (3.36) (where k is the number of the
columns of the Krylov subspace of (3.31)) will span the subspace of the moments of
X(s). After finding the orthogonal basis Q, using the block Arnoldi algorithm, the
reduced system can be represented by
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Gx(t) + Cx(t) = ^Ákx{t-rk) + Buin{t)
iout(t) = BTx(t)
fe=l

(3.39)
(3.40)

where G = QTGQ, C = QTCQ, Àk = QTÄkQ and È = QTB.
The reduced Y-parameters matrix can be written as [14]
N

Y(s) = BT(sC + G-Y^Âke-aTk)-lB
fc=l

(3.41)

The reduced Y-parameters matrix of the macromodel can be inserted in the overall
MNA equations of the complete system. The steps for finding the reduced system is

given in Algorithm 3 [14].
Algorithm 2 Extracting the reduced model of a network with delay elements

1: Form the matrices that form the equation (3.27)
2: Form the MNA matrices for the whole system as in (3.31)
3: Form the MNA equations after expanding the delay elements in Taylor series as

in (3.34)
4: Find the Orthogonal basis of the system represented by (3.36) using the block
Arnoldi algorithm

5: Extract the first N x k columns from the generated orthogonal basis and perform
an extra orthogonalization on the extracted columns

6: Find the reduced system in (3.39)
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It is to be noted that step 5 in the algorithm requires an extra orthogonalization.
This extra orthogonalization is required since the first N ? k columns will not be
orthogonal.

3.5

Summary

In this chapter, multiport model order reduction algorithms have been reviewed.
One of the model order reduction algorithms is AWE. AWE suffers from numerical
limitations when a higher order model is required. Other reduction algorithms, such
as the Krylov subspace projection methods, have been presented . These methods
do not suffer from the same limitations as AWE and allow us to obtain very high
reduced order models.

Projection-based algorithms are limited only to RLC circuits. A recently proposed
reduction algorithm for large networks with delay elements, which overcomes the
limitation in Projection-based algorithms has been reviewed.

Chapter 4
Efficient Model- Order Reduction

of Multi-Port Interconnects using
Conventional Lumped

Segmentation
In this chapter, an efficient MOR approach is presented for large multi-port inter-

connects. The proposed approach improves a recently proposed MOR method [12]
that exploits the WR-TP algorithm [13]. Using WR-TP, the interconnects structure
is decoupled into single line subcircuits. Each individual line can be reduced using a

suitable reduction algorithm, such as PRIMA [H].
39
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Section (4.1) gives an introduction to the waveform relaxation algorithm. Section

(4.2) gives an overview for the decoupling strategy that was recently proposed in [12].
A proposed time-domain approach for calculating the WR sources is presented in
section (4.3). Details of the transient simulation of the reduced model are described

in section (4.4). Section (4.5) provides numerical examples to validate the accuracy
of the proposed approach. Section (4.6) presents a proposed parallel simulation for
the proposed method.

4.1

Review of Waveform Relaxation Algorithm

Waveform relaxation (WR) has been proposed in the literature [31-35] as an alternative method to the convention time-stepping methods used for solving ordinary
differential equations. In WR, the set of coupled differential equations is first partitioned into separate differential equations. An iterative process, called relaxation
process, is then applied to each differential equation until the solution has converged
within an acceptable error tolerance [36] . The concept of partitioning the differential equations can also be applied to the circuit level. The original circuit can be
partitioned into subcircuits that are solved separately for the entire time-interval of
interest. The coupling effects among these subcircuits are represented by time-domain
sources called WR-sources. These sources are updated during the relaxation process
until convergence is obtained.
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Several WR methods have been proposed [13, 37-40] in the literature for simulating interconnect circuits. In this section, waveform relaxation based on transverse
partitioning that exploits the weak coupling between the lines is reviewed.

4.1.1

Review of Transverse Partitioning

Transverse partitioning was proposed in [4, 13, 40] as an alternative method to the
longitudinal partitioning. It was proven that the number of iterations required for
convergence in the transverse partitioning is very few compared to the longitudinal

partitioning algorithm that was initially proposed for interconnect circuits [37-39]. In
this method, the coupled TLs are partitioned in the transverse direction into single
lines and each line is simulated separately. The coupling effects due to the neighboring

lines are represented using voltage/current sources called WR sources.
Consider the telegrapher's equations of N coupled transmission line given in (2.1).

The equation of the jth line can be written as [13]

-Q^Vj(Z, t) = -Rjjij(z> t) - L3i Ql1A^ *) + VÁZ> *)

(41)

—ij (z, t) = -GjjVj (z,t)- Cjj -Vj (z, t) + 7,- {z, t)

(4.2)

where Cjj = ^2k=1 Cjk, Gjj — Y2k=i Gjk, and ?(?,?), jj(z,t) are the coupling effects
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from the neighboring lines and they axe defined as

?*,? = -S (**** +L^)

(4·3)

Mz1t) = -¿ (c>jfc +C^)

(4.4)

where ik = ik(z,t), vk = vk(z, t) and vjk — Vj - vk
In (4.1) and (4.2), the only unknown variables are the voltage and the currents of

the jth line (assuming that ?(?,?) and Jj(Z1 t) are known). Therefore, the coupled
partial differential equations in (4.1) and (4.2) can be decoupled using the waveform
relaxation algorithm as follows [13]

^-/¡+l)(z,t) = -Rj4+1)(z,t)- Ljó ^+1)(z,t) + ??{z,t)
j-zif+1\z,t) = -Gjjvf+l\z,t) - Cjj^r+1\z1t)+^(z1t)

(4.5)
(4.6)

where r represents the rth iteration.
The coupling effects between the lines can be represented by voltage and cur-

rent sources attached to each line (Henceforth, referred to as WR sources). Two
approaches have been proposed in [13] for computing the WR sources. The first
approach is the single-ended representation, where the coupling effects are represented by voltage and current sources that are located at the end of each line. This

approach presents the basis for the decoupling strategy of the previously proposed
MOR method [12]. The second approach is the distributed representation. In this
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approach the coupling effects are represented by voltage and current sources that are

distributed throught the decoupled lines and are connected at the end of each lumped
segment.

First, a brief overview of the single ended representation and the previously proposed decoupling strategy are presented. Next, details of the proposed method for
calculating the WR-sources, which is based on the distributed sources representation,
are given.

4.2

Review of the Decoupling Strategy

In this section, a brief overview for the WR-TP based decoupling strategy that was

proposed in [12] is given. In WR-TP, the N coupled transmission line circuit is
partitioned into N single line subcircuits. The coupling effects due to neighboring lines
are represented using voltage and current sources. Since the multiport interconnect
structure is decoupled into single lines subcircuit, MOR can be applied to each line
independently.

The coupling effects given in (4.3) and (4.4) can be represented in the frequency

domain at the rth iteration as [13]

lf\d,s)

J e^(d-A)^)(A)S)dA

(47)
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where

-i~Cjj

F- =

Lrjj
N

*G(*.*) = S
k=l

(4.8)

O

SUjj

O

s^jj

~Rjk — sLjk

V^(z, s)

O

Pi*,*)

—Gjk — sCjk

(4.9)

Equation (4.10) represents the basis for updating the WR-sources at the rth iter-

ation. Using (4.7-4.10), the coupling effects can be modeled as voltage and current
sources connected to the far-end of each line as shown in Fig. 4.1. It is to be noted
that the WR-sources in (4.7) can be calculated analytically using an integration formula, such as trapezoidal rule [13].

rfr\z + Az,s)
^r\z + Az,s)

eFjAz

Vj{z,s)

Az

+ — [e***j(z, s) + *& + Az, s)] (4.10)

7j{z,s)

Using the single ended representation, model order reduction can be applied to
each line separately using the Krylov projection method. Fig 4.1 shows the steps for

applying MOR on interconnects using WR-TP, as proposed in [12].
As shown in (4.7) the WR sources are calculated in the frequency domain, which
may be inefficient when simulating very large interconnects circuits due to the need of

FFT/IFFT at each iteration. In the next section, a proposed time-domain approach
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Figure 4.1: a) Applying WR-TP to the interconnects structure b)Reducing each
line separately
for calculating the WR sources, which is based on the distributed sources approach
is presented.
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4.3

Proposed Time-Domain Approach for
Calculating the WR Sources

The proposed method for calculating the WR sources [41] is based on the distributed
representation [13] of the relaxation sources. In this representation the relaxation
sources are added after each lumped section of the transmission line macromodel.

Consider the integral form of the WR sources in (4.7). This integration can be
discretized as follows [13]

N Í

d

\

N Í

d

\

Vj(Zn, t) = -WnAzn ]P I Rjkik(zn, t) + Ljk—ik(zn, t) J

7j(zn, t) = -WnAzn S Í Gjkvk(zn, t) + Cjk—vk(zn, t) J

(4.11)

(4.12)

where Wn is a weighting factor, m is the number of discretization points (i.e. number
of sections), zn is the distance from the near-end of the line and Azn = zn — zn_\.
It was shown in [13] that (4.11) and (4.12) can be represented as voltage and current sources attached at distance Zn. Fig. 4.2 shows the distributed source approach
used with conventional lumped segmentation macromodel.
Since the distributed WR sources can be calculated directly in the time domain ,as
shown in (4.11) and (4.12), they will be used in this section to represent the coupling
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Figure 4.2: Distributed sources added after each lumped Section [4]
between the lines. However, the number of independent voltage/current sources in
this circuit will be extremely large due to the distributed WR sources that were added
after each section of the lumped model. Hence, directly applying the block Arnoldi

algorithm [29] to each line in order to find an orthogonal projection matrix Q will be
inefficient and can result in a very large matrix.
To overcome this problem, the distributed WR-sources are replaced by two voltage
sources that are attached to the terminals of each line. These equivalent sources are

derived using the generalized Thevenin theorem for an active two port network [42]

(Henceforth, referred to as Thevenin sources).
Since, the Thevenin sources are used to replace the distributed WR-sources, the
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MNA equations of the jth line can be re-written as

c*i *(;r\t) + af? ¿;?\t) = \>F? uifit) + ?f?

EAj{r\t)

(4.13)

EBj{r\t)
where

r represents the rth iteration in the WR-TP algorithm.

?f^ G R^j is the vector of node voltage waveforms and current
waveforms of the jth line,
?f? e ?.?F??2 is a selector matrix that maps the Thevenin sources of
the jth line into the node space of the line,

Eají Eßj contain the values of the Thevenin sources of the jth line,
as shown in Fig. 4.4.

The Thevenin sources are calculated by finding the open circuit voltages at the
two ports of the line after removing all line terminations, as shown in Fig. 4.3. It is
to be noted that the computational cost of calculating the Thevenin sources is equal
to solving a sparse linear matrix representing the line.

The MNA equations of each line (4.13) can be reduced by transforming ?f? to ¿causing the PRIMA algorithm. The reduced-order MNA equations can be expressed as
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(H-I)/
?F? ??\?) + af3- A(H-I)
xJT(t) = 6« <J1}(t)
+ QJ ?F

4>
41·(?)

(4.14)

where

X<t>3

QjB4>3

(4.15)

Qj GçjQj
Qj C<j,jQj
b<t>¿

Qj b4>,j
(4.16)

In the case of N coupled lines interconnects, the reduced model consists of N single
line reduced subcircuits, each described by (4.14).

4.4

Transient Analysis of the Reduced Model

At a given iteration, the transient simulation of the overall network including the
coupled interconnects is performed by embedding the reduced set of equations (4.15)
into the MNA equations of the overall network. The resulting equations are solved
using any of the conventional time domain circuit simulation techniques [12]. In order to update the WR sources in (4.11) and (4.12), the internal voltages and currents

Vjk(xn,t) and ik(xn,t) ( ??t j,k = 1,...,N k f j), are required. However, since
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the overall circuit has been simulated using the reduced model, these voltages and
currents are not readily available. A straight forward approach to calculate the in-

ternal voltages and currents is by re-simulating the circuit in Fig. 4.3, where Eaj
and Ebj are replaced by the port voltage waveforms obtained from the simulation of

the overall circuit (using the reduced model), and where the distributed WR sources
are from the previous iteration. However, this step could be avoided by using the
following proposition.

Proposition 1 : The currents and voltages required to update the WR sources in (4.11)

and (4.12) (i.e. ik(zn,t) and Vjk{zn,t), as in Fig. 4.5) can be calculated as follows.

?°(*?,?) = í&(W) + *&(*»,*)

(4.17)

Vjk(Zn,t) = V$th{zn,t)+V$oc(zn,t)
j,k = 1...N k^j

where i^th, Vjktth(zn,t)^ are the currents and voltages obtained while simulating the
kth line with the Thevenin sources, as shown in Fig. 4.4 and ??'?0, Vjk,oc{zn>t)^ are
the currents and voltages obtained while simulating the kth line without terminations
to find the Thevenin equivalent sources as shown in Fig. 4.3. The proof of the proposition! is given as follows [41]
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Figure 4.3: The equivalent circuit of the jth line when the terminations are removed
to find the Thevenin sources
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Figure 4.5: The Original circuit of the jth line if the distributed WR sources are used
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proof: Consider the three circuits shown in Fig. 4.3-4.5. Since the circuits shown in
Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5 will have the same currents flowing through the terminal circuits

(lAk(t), lBk(t)), the terminal circuits can be replaced by two current sources that have
the same values of the currents (substitution Theorem). Therefore, without the loss
of generality, the MNA equations of the circuit shown in Fig. 4.5 can be written in
the frequency domain, using the superposition theorem as,

X(s) = Y

-i

Vk(s)

+Y

-i

(4.18)

7fc(e)
where Y = (G + sC) and ?*., "Yk are vectors that contain the values of the distributed
sources.

The first term in the right hand side of (4.18) is equivalent to simulating the
kth line with the WR sources and open circuit terminations, as shown in Fig. 4.3.

The second term is equivalent to simulating the kth line with the terminations and
Thevenin sources, as shown in Fig. 4.4.

Therefore the currents/voltages required to update the WR sources can be written

as the sum of the currents/voltages of the kth line when simulated without terminations, and the currents/voltages of the kth line when simulated with the Thevenin
sources (4.17).
D
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It is worth noting that ikth, Vjk,th(zn,t)^ can be calculated from the reduced model
using (4.15) as

iklhM = <XnQka{¿

(4.19)

where otmßn are selector matrices.
The WR sources can be calculated as
N

Vj(¿?, t) = -WnAZn J2 I Rjk (oCnQk^l + ÍL^n, ?)
k=l \

k¿j

+ Ljkjt(anQkx$ +Í;L(*n,í)H
N

(4.20)

/

??{??,?) = -WnAzn J2 [GJk(Pn(QjX^ -Qkx{;i) + v^oc(zn,tYj
k=l

kft
+

d

Cjk^t(ßniQjtf] - Qkxtb +«#«(*»>tj)J

(4.21)

Using (4.20) and (4.21), the WR sources can be updated for the next iteration.
The pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 4 summarize the computational steps of the
proposed method.
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Algorithm 4 The proposed coupled multi-port interconnects reduction method
1: Decouple the interconnect circuit using WR-TP

2: Find the reduced system by reducing each line individually using PRIMA.
3: Iteration <— 0
4: Assume initial values for the distributed sources

5: while No Convergence do

6:

Simulate each line with no terminations to obtain the open circuit voltages Ea
and Eb and save the internal voltages/currents of the line.

7:

Replace the distributed sources with Thevenin equivalent sources at the ports.

8:

Simulate each reduced line separately with the terminations.

9:

Calculate the current and voltages required to update the WR sources using
(4.17) and (4.19)

10:

Update the WR sources using (4.20) and (4.21)

11:

iteration *— iteration+ 1

12: end while
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4.5

Numerical Examples

In this section, three examples are presented to demonstrate the efficiency and the
speedup of the proposed method. The CPU time of the proposed algorithm is compared with the conventional MOR and Direct LU methods. All examples were simulated using a custom inhouse circuit simulator. The simulator uses the KLU package [43] to solve the circuit MNA equations. The custom simulator was used to avoid
the communication with external simulator during the calculation of the WR-sources.
The examples were run on Linux platform with Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad core processor (2.4 GHZ). In addition, the line parameters used were extrapolated based on
the transmission line data provided in [44].

4.5.1

Example 1

To show the accuracy and the CPU speedup of the proposed method, we consider

an interconnect network (modeled using uniform lumped segmentation) with linear
termination of 50 O resistor at the near-end 1 pf capacitor at the far-end. The number
of lines is varied between 5 and 120. The length of each line in the interconnect
structure is 15 cm. Every fourth line was excited with a trapezoidal pulse current
source. The rise/fall time of the source is 0.1 ns, the pulse width is 10ns and the
magnitude of the pulse is 0.06 A. The number of the lumped RLC sections for each

line was estimated to be 100 [2] for this example. The simulation converged to exact
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answer in 4 WR iterations and 10 block-moments were required for a good accuracy.

Fig. 4.6 shows the CPU time taken to perform the transient simulation on the
original coupled lines, the time to simulate the reduced circuit using conventional
MOR and the time taken to find the transient response using the proposed method.
It can be seen that the CPU time of the proposed method grows only linearly with

the number of lines compared to an exponential growth in the conventional MOR
algorithm.

To validate the accuracy of the proposed method, 50 coupled lines were considered.
Fig. 4.8 shows the time-domain response (after 4 iterations) of victim line 3 at the near
and far-ends respectively. The response is compared with the time-domain response
of the original coupled circuit with and without reduction.
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Figure 4.6: CPU time comparison
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Figure 4.7: Near-end transient response of line 3 in 50 coupled lines (Example 1)
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— — Conventional MOR
— Direct LU

1
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Figure 4.8: Far-end transient response of line 3 in 50 coupled lines (Example 1)

4.5.2

Example 2

To demonstrate the efficiency and the speedup of the proposed method when handling large interconnect networks, the circuit shown in Fig. 4.9 is considered. Each
interconnect structure consists of 64 transmission lines of length 12 cm.

The same excitation of Examplel is used. The lines were modeled using 75 lumped
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sections. In addition, 8 block moments were used for the model order reduction. The

size of the original MNA equations is 43614, while the reduced model of the proposed
method consists of 64 decoupled subcircuits for each segment, each of size 16.

Fig. 4.10 shows the far-end of line 2 in segment 3 compared to the time-domain
response obtained using the Direct LU of full coupled circuit without reduction, and
the time-domain response obtained using conventional MOR. As shown, the results
are in good agreement. The CPU time for the proposed method was only 1.15 mins
while the CPU time of the Direct LU of the full coupled circuit was 13.91 mins and
conventional MOR was 4.42 mins.
Segment 2
Line 1

une 64

Segment 1
Line 1

yv
Line 64

Segment 3
Line 1

Line 64

Figure 4.9: Large interconnect network (Example 2)
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Figure 4.10: Far-end response of line 2 in segment 3 (Example 2)

4.5.3

Example 3

In this example, we show the accuracy of the proposed method when it is used to
simulate coupled lines with non-linear terminations. The circuit in Fig. 4.11 was
considered. The circuit consists of 24 coupled lines of length 15 cm. CMOS inverters
terminate the near-ends of every fifth line. The network is excited with a trapezoidal
pulse voltage source. The rise/fall time of the source is 0.1 ns, the pulse width is 10ns
and the magnitude of the pulse is 1.8 V.

The lines were modeled with uniform lumped segmentation (100 sections). The
number of block moments needed for a good accuracy is 10. The size of the original
MNA equations is 7347, while the reduced model of the proposed method consists
of 24 decoupled subcircuits each of size 34. The CPU time for the proposed method
was only 18.1 sees while the CPU time of the Direct LU of the full coupled circuit
was 64.95 and conventional MOR was 36.71 sees. Fig. 4.12 shows the response of the
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far-end of line 10 after 4 WR iterations. As shown, the results are in an excellent
agreement.
1.8V
Line 1

yv£

IpF
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Figure 4.11: Interconnect network with non-linear terminations (Example 3)
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Figure 4.12: Time-domain response of line 10 far-end (Example 3)
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4.5.4

Example 4

In this example, we compare the CPU time of proposed method to WR-TP method

in two different situations. First, transverse partitioning is applied such that each
subcircuit contains a single line. Next, we consider the case if there exists a strong
coupling between the lines or if the near/far ends of the lines are attached to the same
driver/reciever. In this case, applying transverse partitioning results in subcircuits
that contain more than one line. In order to illustrate this situation, transverse
parititioning is applied to the circuit such that each subcircuit contains 5 coupled
lines.

Consider the circuit in Example 3 with a 50 coupled lines. Table 4.1 shows the
CPU time of the proposed method as compared to the WR-TP algorithm. As shown,
the CPU time of WR-TP is smaller than the proposed method in the case of a single
line subcircuit. However, in the case of 5 lines subcircuit, the CPU time of the
proposed method is smaller than WR-TP. This is due to the fact that it is very easy
to simulate a single line due to the high sparsity pattern of the MNA equations of a
single line. However, in the case of 5 lines in each subcircuit, it is more effecient to
simulate the reduced subcircuit than simulating the full coupled 5 lines.

WR-TP (sees) Proposed method (sees)
1 line/subcircuit
5 lines/subcircuit

32.01
111.91

35.38
48.04

Table 4.1: CPU time comparison of Example 4
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4.6

Parallel Implementation of the Proposed Method

In this section, a parallel simulation of the proposed approach is presented. First,
the calculation of the reduced model and the simulation of each line are executed in

parallel. The WR sources are then updated using the voltage and currents of all the
lines. Next, the WR sources are used to calculate the equivalent Thevenin sources

(EAj and Ebj) for each line in parallel. Once all the lines are simulated and the
Thevenin sources are updated, the next iteration can begin. Algorithm 5 shows the
parallel implementation of the proposed method.

Algorithm 5 Parallel implementation of the proposed method
1: Decouple the interconnect circuit using WR-TP

2: For each line { In parallel do
3: Find the reduced model of the line using PRIMA.
4: }
5: Iteration <— 0
6: Assume initial values for the distributed sources

7: while No Convergence do
8:
9:

For each line { In parallel do
Simulate the line with no terminations to obtain the open circuit voltages Ea
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and Eb and save the internal voltages/currents of the line.
10:

Replace the distributed sources with Thevenin equivalent sources of the line.

11:

Simulate the line with the terminations.

12:

}

13:

Wait until all the lines are done

14:

For each line { In parallel do

15:

Calculate the current and voltages required to update the WR sources using
(4.17) and (4.19)

16:

Update the WR sources using (4.20) and (4.21)

17:

}

18:

iteration *— iteration+ 1

19: end while

Two examples are presented to demonstrate the performance of the parallel simulation of the proposed approach. The first example demonstrates the speedup and the
CPU scalability of the parallel simulation of the proposed method for a circuit containing interconnects with uniform terminations. The second example presents the
performance of the algorithm while handling the case of differing terminations. Both
examples are simulated with a parallel implementation using the OpenMP multithreading library in C++.
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4.6.1

Example 5

In this example, we consider an interconnect network consisting of 50 coupled lines.
Each line is terminated by a 50 O resistor at the near-end and a 1 pf capacitor at
the far-end. The lines have the same p.u.l parameters used in Example 1 and are

modeled using uniform lumped segmentation. The number of sections required was
100 sections and 10 block moments were required to accurately represent each line.

Each 5th line is excited with same voltage source used in Example 1. The simulation
was run on a dual quad-core AMD Opteron 2344HE machine.
The example was run with a varying number of processors (i.e. from 1 to 8
processors). Table 4.2 shows the CPU time of the parallel simulation of the proposed
method as compared to the conventional MOR algorithm, as well as the speedup
compared to the serial simulation. As shown, the parallel simulation provides a
significant speedup, compared to conventional MOR, as the number of processors
increases.

Fig. 4.13 shows the speedup characteristics of this example as compared to the
serial simulation. An important observation is that the speedup performance moves
closer to the ideal curve when the number of lines is divisible by the number of

processors. For example, in the case of 5 CPUs the speedup was 4.79, which is close
to the ideal speedup of 5. However, in case of 4 and 6 CPUs the speedup curve moves
away from the ideal speedup curve.
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#CPU CPU time (sec)

Speedup
Compared to conventional MOR
4.63

Compared to serial simulation

7.82
11.22

1.71
2.42

15.78

3.40

5

23.01
13.43
9.5
6.76
4.8
4.4

22.22
24.24

4.79

6

7
8

4.24
3.39

25.16
33.44

5.42

1
2
3
4

1

5.22
6.78

Table 4.2: The CPU time comparison of the parallel simulation (Example 4)
^^~ Ideal speedUp
- - - Speedup compared to the serial simulation

CPUNo

Figure 4.13: Speedup characteristics of Example 4

4.6.2

Example 6

In this example, we consider a circuit of interconnects with differing terminations.
The same circuit in Example 3, which is shown in Fig. 4.11, is considered . As
shown, each fourth line is terminated by a non-linear termination, while the other
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lines are terminated by a linear termination.
Table 4.3 shows the speedup characteristics of this example. As expected, the

speedup curve again moves closer to the ideal speedup line when the number of lines
is divisible by the number of CPUs, Fig. 4.14. However, the speedup decreases as

compared to example 4. This decrease in the speedup is related to the fact that
the time required to simulate the lines with linear terminations is smaller than the
lines with non-linear terminations. All of the line simulations must complete before

moving on to the task of updating the WR-sources. Thus, the CPUs responsible for
simulating the lines with linear terminations will set idle for a time after simulations
are complete.
#CPU CPU time (sec)
1
2

29.3

6
7

17.49
12.20
10.147
7.719
6.244
5.748

8

3.812

3
4

5

Speedup
Compared to conventional MOR
3.64
6.09
8.74

Compared to serial simulation

10.51

2.88

13.82
17.08

3.79
4.69
5.09
7.68

18.55

27.98

1
1.67

2.40

Table 4.3: The CPU time comparison of the parallel simulation (Example 5)
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Figure 4.14: Speedup characteristics of Example 5

4.7

Summary

In this chapter, an efficient model-order reduction method for multi-port interconnects

has been proposed. This method improves on a recently proposed method in [12].
A new technique for updating the WR sources directly in the time-domain has been

presented. In addition, a parallel implementation has been presented. It was shown
that the speedup increases significantly when the number of CPUs increases.

Chapter 5
Passive Model-Order Reduction of
Multi-Port Interconnects Modeled
as DEPACT Sections

In this chapter, an efficient MOR algorithm for simulation of large coupled interconnects modeled as DEPACT sections is presented. Using this algorithm, The coupled
lines are partitioned into single line subcircuits. Model order reduction is then applied to each subcircuit separately. However, model order reduction algorithms, such
as PRIMA, cannot be directly used to reduce each single line due to the presence

of delay elements. Therefore, the reduction method proposed in [14] (reviewed in
chapter 3) is used to reduce each line.
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Section (5.1) gives a brief introduction. Section (5.2) provides a background for
WR-TP when applied to DEPACT macromodel. Section (5.3) introduces the decoupling strategy for the multiport interconnects based on the generalized Thevenin
theorem for active circuits. Section (5.4) provides the formulation of the reduced

model for each decoupled line. Section (5.5) describes the source calculation algorithm and section (5.6) provides numerical examples to validate the accuracy of the
new method.

5.1

Introduction

A WR-TP based MOR algorithm has been presented in chapter 4. Using this algorithm, the N coupled transmission lines are partitioned into N single lines and the

coupling effects due to the neighboring lines are represented using voltage/current
sources attached to each independent line. It was shown that the CPU time of the

new algorithm grows linearly with the number of lines [12].
In the algorithm presented in chapter 4, the conventional lumped segmentation
macromodel has been used to represent the transmission line behavior during the
simulation. However, this algorithm is not limited to a specific transmission line
macromodel. In this chapter, DEPACT macromdel will be used during the transient

simulation of the transmission lines. The DEPACT [9] macromodel is suitable for
relatively long lines. Moreover, the number of sections required in DEPACT model
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is relatively small. Hence, few number of WR sources are required. It is to be noted
that the proposed method is highly parallelizable due to the fact that the coupled
lines are partitioned into separate single lines. Thus, array of processors can be used
to simulate the decoupled lines in parallel.

The algorithm is started by partitioning the N coupled lines into N single line
subcircuits, and the coupling effects due to neighboring lines are represented using
voltage and current sources (WR sources). Next, the relaxation sources are replaced
by Thevenin equivalent sources. Then, each line is reduced using order reduction
algorithm suitable for circuits with delay elements [14]. The values for the WR sources
are updated using the voltages and currents throughout each line. This process is
repeated until convergence to a required accuracy is achieved. First, we will give a
brief overview of the WR-TP using the DEPACT macromodel. Next, a decoupling
strategy based on the generalized Thevenin theory for active circuits is presented.

5.2

Review of WR-TP Using DEPACT Macromodel

The DEPACT macromodel requires less number of sections compared to the lumped
segmentation macromodel. Hence, less number of WR sources will be required when
distributed sources approach is required. Moreover, when applying WR to DEPACT
macromodel, the WR sources have a direct representation in time domain and no
FFT/IFFT is required to update the sources [4].
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Since, the DEPACT macromodel section consists of lossy and lossless parts, WR

sources will be required after each part. First, evaluating the WR sources for the
lossy section will be presented. Next, we present the WR sources calculation for the
lossless part.

5.2.1

Waveform Relaxation Sources of the Lossy section

In this section, we give a brief overview for calculating the WR sources for the
DEPACT macromodel lossy section [4]. Consider a coupled interconnects structure
with a frequency-independent RLGC parameters. In this case, the DEPACT lossy
section can be represented by a pure resistive network [9] . The DEPACT lossy section
equation can then be written using the Y-parameters form as
i(l0, t)

v{l0,t)

(5.1)

v(lm,t)

where I0, I7n are the near and far ends of the lossy section. Y G ^nx2N ^5 ^6
Y-parameter matrix of the DEPACT cell
In order to apply wave form relaxation algorithm to the equation in (5.1), the
Y-parameters matrix should be re-arranged using a permutation matrix to group the
Y-parameters of each individual line together as follows [4]
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ii(lo,t)

vi (lo, t)

Ìl(lm,t)

Vl(lm, t)
Yn

Y\2

Yin

«2 (¿?? *)

V2(Io, t)
Y2I

Y2N

Y¿2

Ì2(lm,t)

V2(Im, t)
Ym ??2

(5.2)

YNN

ìn(Io, t)

vN(0,t)
VN(Im, t)

where Y^ G R2x2, 1 < j < N is the Y-parameters of jth line and Yjk, 1 < k < N, is
the coupling between line j and line k.

Decoupling (5.2) using waveform relaxation results in the following differential

equations for the jth line [4]
.-0-+I)

(M)

= Y-

ri),\ym, t)
^-

?\G+1)(??,?)
V<(+1)(lm,t)

N

fe=l

4r)(M
4r)(^¿)

(5.3)

and the WR sources of the jth line can be written as [4]
N

I'srcyl'm, *)

fc=l

U)

^(M)
4G)(^,?)

(5.4)

Prom (5.4), the WR sources can be represented as current sources at the terminals
of the lossy part in the DEPACT cell as shown in Fig 5.1 [4], where the resistive
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network is calculated as presented in [3,9] (reviewed in chapter 2). It can be seen
that the WR sources in (5.3) is directly calculated in time domain.

->

Jr+1)
?njj(lm,t)

r

¿r)
t)
1 srcj a
\ lmfl/

1 srcj Gott)

Resistive Network

Figure 5.1: Equivalent circuit of the decoupled lossy section for the jth line

5.2.2

Waveform Relaxation Sources of the Lossless Section

Consider a lossless section in the DEPACT macromodel. If T3- = ?/LjjCjj is the delay
of the line and W0 is the voltages / currents of the lossless sections of the iV-lines at
the near-end of each lossless section.
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vi (O, t)
v2(0,í)

Wo(t) =

VN (?,?)

(5.5)

¿?(0,?)
í2(0,í)

¿?G(?,?) ^
It was shown in [4] that the WR sources of the lossless part for the jth line can
be given in a closed form as follows

tf\L,t)

= -ßi

/]?(*)
/#(*)

(5.6)

where /ji(£) and fait) are defined as

^ ??-'?) .

??) (?) - S^^ F? (t + IpLMt + 7?)-f£\? + TjLMt + tjL)
2?G

(?,?)

+ S *'
p=JV+l

(5.7)

??-? - Tj

F?\? + Ip-nLMì + 7p-nL) - F?t\? + TjLMt + tjL)
(5.8)
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N

-K-(2,P)

p=i 7P

t?
(?>?)

2JV

+ S Ip-N-Tj
~K¡ L^?G)(* - 7p-iv^n)w(* - ??-??tp) - 0pr)(* - Tjdm)u(t - tjîm)
?=??+1

(5.10)
and

*?G)(*)

0

-???/W/

-L

= T-1W^ (?)

= G diosf([7i,...7Jv]) G
-C

-?

0

?(?)
JJ3

/3,· = eigenvectors(
-C50

)

(5.11)

0

and u(t) is the unit step function.
Due to the fact that we are dealing with a purely lossless line, the WR sources can

be calculated in a closed form using (5.6), as a combination of delayed time domain
waveforms of the voltages and currents at the near end of the lossless section [4].
Fig. 5.2 shows the equivalent circuit of a lossless DEPACT section with WR sources.
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?

•fr+1) p ?

1 W¿

% src'lnuV

Lossless line \

a

- + , ^¡M

?

Y src\lmi*)

Figure 5.2: Equivalent circuit of the decoupled lossless section for the jth line [4]

5.3

The Decoupling Strategy for the DEPACT
Macromodel

Since the DEPACT macromodel consists of a lossy and lossless sections, WR sources
are required for each cell. Therefore, increasing the number of sections results in a

large number of WR sources attached to each line. This large number of sources
limits the efficiency of MOR algorithm if applied directly to each partitioned line. To
address this issue, Thevenin equivalent sources will be calculated to replace the WR
sources for each line.

Since, the DEPACT macromodel contains delay elements, the MNA equations of

the jth line at the (r + 1) iteration can be written using (3.31) as follows [14]
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v{;\t)

2m

G(;+1)4+1\t) + CjXf+1\t) = £ ^5Cr+U(i _ Tfe) + ÈjUin(t) + Dj

»
f(i)

k=l

*src,j W

(5.12)
where

•

m is the number of the DEPACT sections,

•

Gj, Cj axe the same as (3.31),

•

Xj, Bj are the same as (3.32),

•

Dj is a selector matrix,

•

7]j e R2m, jj G IR2m are vectors that contain the values of the relaxation sources related to the lossless lines of the DEPACT sections,

•

isrcj £ K

is a vector that contains the values of the relaxation

sources related to the lossy lines of the DEPACT sections.

Since the WR sources are distributed throughout the line, Thevenin voltage
sources are used to replace the WR sources at the two terminals of each line, as

shown in Fig. 5.3. The Thevenin sources are evaluated by simulating the decoupled

jth line with open circuit at the terminations, Fig. 5.4. Using the equivalent Thevenin
sources, (5.12) can be written as
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Figure 5.3: The equivalent circuit for the j line using Thevenin sources
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line with open circuit terminals to calculate Thevenin sources

2m

Gjx^it) + C^+l\t) = S ~A^ì+l\t - Tk) + Bju^it) + Fj
fc=l

3)

5.4

Reduction of the Decoupled Lines

Due to the presence of delay elements in the DEPACT macromodel, MOR algorithms

such as PRIMA can not be directly applied to (5.13). Using the algorithm described
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in [14] (reviewed in section 3.4), the network described by (5.13) can be reduced. The
reduced MNA equations can be written as

2m

k=l

E{;}(t)

+ QTFj
.(r+l)
out,j

(t) = ?'*™®

(5.14)
(5.15)

where Gj = QJGjQj, Cj = QjCjQj, ÂkJ = QjÄk>jQj and Bj = QJBj. The
Algorithm to calculate the orthogonal bases for the network with delay elements can
be found in [14].

The reduced Y-parameters matrix of the jth line can be calculated as
2m

Yj(s) = Bj (sCj + Gj - S AtJe-^)-1Ej

(5.16)

fc=l

As discussed in chapter 3, the reduced Y-parameters matrix of each line is inserted
in the MNA equations of the overall circuit and simulated with the non-linear elements
in the complete circuit.
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5.5

Evaluating the WR Sources

The Thevenin representation, shown in Fig. 5.3, is valid only at the two ports of the
subcircuit, and hence, the result of the reduced circuit simulation can not be directlyused to update the WR sources (discussed in chapter (4)). The WR sources can be
updated using a similar relation as in (4.17). Using the relation in (4.17), the WR
sources for the lossy line can be calculated as

Ar)
CWM)
Ar)

src,]u'mj

t)

N

I

Xr)

W/
PiQ&r®
+
k=\

V

Sc(M

(r)

Jk,oc Kymi

*)

\
(5.17)

J/

where Pi G [0, 1] is a selector matrix that selects the voltages Vk(Io, t) and Vk(lm, t) of

the lossy cell on the kth line for each DEPACT section, at?' are the reduced states of
the kth line at the rth iteration when simulated using the Thevenin equivalent sources,
xjck is a vector that contains the voltages and currents of the kth line when simulated
with open terminals to find the Thevenin equivalent sources of the WR sources.
In addition, the WR sources for the lossless line can be re-calculated as follows

lt\dm,t)

-ßi

(5.18)

where ßj represents the coupling parameters for line j and is given in (5.11), fji(t)
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and fj2(t) are defined as
N K(l,p)

ß(*) = S
TTZ- W(* + 1pdm)u{t + lpdm) - f? (t + TJdnMt + tjdm)}
P=I 1P
2N

K (i*)

+ ^+1
S ?(?-?) - Tj ir)(* + l(p-N)dm)u{t + -y(p-N)dm) - F(?\? + Tjdm)u{t + tjdm)]
(5.19)

N

fS (t) = S
p=i
2?G

?\(2,p)

7P

Í r·?' W^ + 7p<U«(* + 7p¿m) - 4r)(¿ - T^m)M(í - tjdm)]
K (i,p)

+ P=N+
S
"
r>=JV4-11 ??-?

Tj

Wr) (* _ lp-Ndm)u{t - ??-Ndrn) - f?t) (t - Tjdm)u(t - tjdm)]
(5.20)

7J ~ V-LjjCjj is the delay of the line and
dr)
FG®

-iwtof
= T-1W^(E)

(5.21)

fcW
*&(*)

wtf>(t) = (P2Qx<il(t) + W$c(t))

(5.22)

where W0jOC is the voltages / currents of the lossless sections of the iV-lines at the near-

end of the lossless section when the line has open circuit terminations and P2 G [0, 1]
is a selector matrix that selects the voltages and currents of the lossless cells on the
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kth line for each DEPACT section, x^Jk e RN^k is a vector that contains the voltages
and currents of the kth line at the rth iteration when simulated with open terminals
to find the Thevenin equivalent sources of the WR sources and q is the number of
matched block moments.

5.6

Numerical Examples

In this section, numerical examples are presented to show the accuracy and speed of

the proposed method. The transient response of the proposed method is compared
with the transient response obtained from Direct LU on the full coupled DEPACT
macromodel and MOR applied to the full coupled DEPACT macromodel. The transient response of the proposed method is in excellent agreement. Moreover, the computational cost of the proposed method only grows linearly with the number of lines.

5.6.1

Example 1

In this example, we consider four coupled lines with linear terminations shown in

Fig. 5.5. The length of each line is 5 cm. The RLGC parameters of the coupled lines
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The circuit is excited with a trapezoidal pulse voltage source. The rise/fall time
of the pulse is 0.5 ns and the pulse width is 5 ns. The circuit was simulated using the
proposed method and the full coupled DEPACT marcromodel (using W-element in
Hspice to represent the lossy sections). The order of the DEPACT macromodel is 10
(estimated using [3] with a relative error of 10%). The number of required block moments for a good approximation is 8. The transient response for the proposed method
after 3-iterations as compared to the DEPACT macromodel is shown in Fig. 5.6 - 5.8.
As seen, the results are in excellent agreement.
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Figure 5.5: Four coupled lines with linear terminations (Example 1)
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Figure 5.6: The transient response at far-end of line 1 (Example 1)
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Figure 5.7: The transient response at near-end of line 2 (Example 1)
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Figure 5.8: The transient response at far-end of line 2 (Example 1)
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5.6.2

Example 2

In this example we consider the circuit shown in Fig. 5.9. The number of lines is
varied from 30 < N < 60. The circuit is excited with a trapezoidal pulse voltage

source. The rise/fall time of the pulse is 0.1 ns and the pulse width is 5 ns. The
length of each line is 10 cm. The number of DEPACT sections used is m = 15.
Table 5.1 shows the CPU time to find the transient response of the full coupled TLs

modeled as DEPACT, the response of MOR applied to the full coupled DEPACT
macromodel, the transient response using the proposed method.
soa

-Pa

IpF

sou

IpF

Figure 5.9: Interconnets circuit (Example 2)
Fig. 5.10 compares the CPU time to find the transient response of the full coupled

TLs modeled as DEPACT, the time to find the response of MOR applied to the full
coupled DEPACT macromodel, and the time to find the transient response of the
proposed method. The proposed method grows linearly with the number of lines, in
contrast to the coupled DEPACT macromodel and MOR when applied to the full
DEPACT macromodel. It is to be noted that the size of the original MNA equations
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for the 30 lines example is 1440 while the reduced model of the proposed method
consists of 30 decoupled subcircuits each of size 20.
lines No.

Coupled TLs modeled

MOR applied to the

Proposed method

as DEPACT (sec)

coupled DEPACT (sec)

(sec)

30

119.09

40
50

222.86
395.58

70.22
126.12
228.93

60

635.06

Out of Memory

42.50
58.76
76.36
92.76

Table 5.1: The CPU time comparison
700

Coupled TLs
Proposed method
MOR applied to the
coupled DEPACT
A 400

P 300

No. of Lines

Figure 5.10: CPU time comparison
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5.7

Summary

This chapter presented a new MOR method for massively coupled transmission lines
modeled using DEPACT macromodel. Using waveform relaxation and transverse
partitioning, the coupled transmission lines are separated into single line subcircuits.
A MOR algorithm suitable for DEPACT macromodel is applied to each single line
separately. Numerical examples were provided to validate the accuracy and the speed
of the proposed method. The proposed method provides a very good accuracy. Moreover, the speedup only grows linearly with the number of lines.

Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Research

6.1

Conclusion

One of the major limiting factors when applying model order reduction algorithms
to interconnects circuits is the large number of ports. This limitation is related to
the fact that the size of the reduced model increases dramatically with the increase
in the number of ports.

In this thesis, an efficient passive model order reduction approach has been presented for massively coupled interconnect circuits [41]. This approach improves a
recently proposed MOR method [12], which uses transverse partitioning and waveform relaxation to partition the coupled lines into independent single line subcircuit
and model order reduction is then applied to each individual line separately. More89
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over, an efficient transient simulation for the reduced model based on the generalized
Thevenin theorem is presented.

In addition, a parallel simulation of the proposed approach has been presented.
The simulation was done using the OpenMP library in C++. For each iteration,
each individual line is simulated for the whole time duration in a separate processor.

Once all lines are simulated, the WR-sources are updated and used to calculate the
Thevenin sources for each line. It was shown that the speedup of the proposed method

significantly increases with the increase in the number of processors.
The new MOR method [12] was extended to include the case of coupled transmission lines that are modeled with DEPACT sections. A reduction algorithm that is

suitable for circuits with delay elements is used to reduce each independent line. Numerical examples were presented and the accuracy of the new method was compared
to the Direct LU and conventional MOR methods. The CPU-time of the proposed

method grows linearly with the number of lines.

6.2

Future Research
•

The parallel implementation presented in this thesis (given in chapter 4) is only based on the physical transverse partitioning between
the lines. However, a time-domain partitioning algorithm of the simulation task can be implemented. The time domain partitioning algo-
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rithm was proposed in [45] as an efficient parallel algorithm of coupled
transmission lines. However, it can be extended to include reduction

of the lines using MOR. In the time partitioning algorithm [45], the
simulation of each independent line is divided into several time blocks.
Each time block is simulated separately, which allows more efficient
scheduling among the available CPUs. Preliminary results show a
very high improvement in the speedup characteristics when the time
partitioning algorithm is used.
•

The partitioned subcircuits used in the proposed algorithm contained
single lines. However, in the case of two or more lines attached together to the same driver of receiver, the transverse partitioning will
results in two or more lines subcircuits. Applying MOR to these subcircuits can be more efficient than simulating the original subcircuits
in WR-TP algorithm.

•

The MOR method that was previously proposed in [12] can be extended to include the case of frequency dependent (F.D) RLGC parameters. In the case of F.D parameters, a tabulated data from measurements or electromagnetic simulation is used to represent the F.D.
RLGC parameters of the line. A vector fitting algorithm can be used
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to fit the data with positive real rational functions followed by a pas-

sivity check algorithm to enforce the passivity of the resulting model.
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